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Chris Willard "Growing up Mindful" 
 

https://www.mindful.org/7-things-mindful-families-do-differently/ 

 

https://www.mindful.org/7-things-mindful-people-do-differently-and-how-to-get-started/ 

 

The best way to create stressed out miserable kids is to surround them with stressed out, miserable 

adults.  The best way to create mindful compassionate kids is to surround them with mindful 

compassionate adults. 

 

"Never in the history of calming down has anyone ever calmed down by being told to calm down" 

 

If a kid is having a meltdown, it is important that we adults remain stable and are ready to engage in 

them when they calm down. 

 

Ability for a child to calm down is by creating a safe environment for them to open up emotionally. If 

they are feeling out of control, then they are not available for the learning that needs to be down until 

they are self-regulated. 

 

Mindfulness "Paying attention....to the here and now...with kindness and curiosity" 

 

Paying Attention-few of us have been actually taught now to pay attention.  Mindfulness helps teach 

you this. 

 

When we are in the present moment and focusing on the present moment, we are actually happier. 

 

Focusing on the past= sadness and depression....Focusing on the Future= Anxiety 

 

Research is 50% of the time our mind is wandering...but we can train it to be more focused on the 

present. 

 

https://www.mindful.org/7-things-mindful-families-do-differently/
https://www.mindful.org/7-things-mindful-people-do-differently-and-how-to-get-started/


 

 

Still Face Experiment: Dr. Edward Tronick  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=apzXGEbZht0> 

 

Working to coordinate their emotions and their intentions to the world. 

 

Mom disengages: Baby will very quickly try to gain the mom's attention. Begin to react with negative 

behavior and act stressed. 

 

The good-playing with mom 

 

The bad- upset but then mom re-connects to the good 

 

Ugly- situations where you don't allow the child to see the good again 

 

Really is about the repair and the reconnection.  We are going to get in conflict with kids, but how do we 

re-connect with them? 

 

These rifts and tears in relationships help students grow and become more resilient.  Connect...a bit of a 

tear...and then a repair or relationship. 

 

You can imagine how this might look as a child gets older and how the behavior of the child evolves of 

when they get older.  Key for kids to overcome the ugly is having at least one supportive adult in their 

life. Which can be you! 

 

 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=apzXGEbZht0


 

Phones- It’s okay to be on your phone, but better to step away.  What is NOT good for kids is the partial 

attention.  Either step away and give your work your full attention or put your phone away and give your 

phone the full attention. 

 

Kids do not have a fully developed brain to help them navigate the world.  They only have the limbic 

system "fight, flight, or freeze" 

 

Kids NEED adults to help keep them regulated.  You want kids to grow up as good kids with bad 

judgement at times and how they can make things better.  Not that they are bad kids. 

 

Focus on the breath- regulates attention, impulses, emotions, etc. Adults can do this for them before 

they learn how to do this themselves. 

 

Think of the breath like a remote control "turns the volume down" on big emotions. 

 

Alligator Breaths- Breath in... Breath out.  Helps them to start to become aware of their breath. 

 

Butterfly Breaths- hands together...gently flapping your wings breathing in...breathing out. 

 

Chocolate Breaths- Smelling and cooling off like you are holding a cup of hot chocolate 

 

 

Integrate these breaths during fun, happy moments (before dinner?) 

 

Bullying- if being bullied greatest intervention is building a child's own confidence which then causes 

other children to leave them alone (change from being a wilted flower to a blossoming flower i.e. 

standing up straight) 

 

Other interventions ideas: 

*         Drawing your breath (i.e. angry, calm, excited, etc) 

o    Kids can then trace with their fingers breathing in...breathing out... 

*         Thinking about/tuning into the five senses 

o    "Mindful seat" Sensations, Emotions, Actions, Thoughts" 

 

Other concepts 

*         Important to have delayed gratification 

*         Important for kids to learn to entertain themselves 

*         Screens are fine in moderation, but remember what skills they need to practice that these are 

replacing 

*         Big believer in games- we forget that we can play games instead of using devices. 

*         Can kids recognize emotions- Use music to help teach them this. 

*         When we recognize emotions in our brain and we can name it...then you can watch the blood 

flow out of the limbic system and into the thinking parts of the brain thus increasing critical thinking 



skills 

*         Going on hikes or being in nature and pointing out the various sounds you hear. 

 

Everything is too instant these days- we wonder than why they have impulse control issues, agitation, 

etc. 

 

Glitter Jar Idea 

*         Glitter in a jar with water indicating different emotions for each color. 

*         This is a mindfulness jar. The glitter represents your 

thoughts<https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GHpwzNyBpAw> 

*         https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GHpwzNyBpAw 

 

 
 

 

Adapt games for mindfulness 

*         Candyland 

*         Jenga 

 

Walking Meditations- make it a game 

*         Walk like a ninja 

*         Walk like a spy 

*         Walk as quietly as possible 

*         Walking with different types of emotions 

*         54321 walking 

*         Walking to notice the beautiful 

*         Walking with coins on shoes 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GHpwzNyBpAw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GHpwzNyBpAw


 

Teddy bear breaths- put it on your belly and rock it to sleep 

 

Superhero breaths 

 

Spiderman breaths 

 

Take 5 breaths- Trace your finger as you breath in and out. 

 

"There's a guy in this coffee shop sitting at a table, not on his phone, not on a laptop, just drinking coffee 

like a psychopath" 

 

Best thing we can do as a parent, caregiver etc. is being consistent and being present. 

 

 

 

 

   

 


